The carrot and the stick
A review of Canadian broadcasting policy
BY KEITH ACHESON AND CHRISTOPHER MAULE

A foreigner visiting Ottawa in the hot summer of 1988 observes Canadians in bookstores and libraries buying and borrowing books and choosing which ones to read and when to read them. The same is true for newspapers and magazines where extensive choices and little government control over content exist. Turning to the electronic media, the tourist finds a complex set of regulations which determine what one can broadcast radio and television signals and what messages the signals can contain. When asked, the natives of all political stripes express with one voice that the differential treatment protects Canadian culture. "Uncertainty and coherence then disappear as the natives address questions about what culture is and how it can be protected. In particular, when asked why the print and electronic media are treated differently by the government, the confused citizens begin to despair and defensively suggest that the inquisitive tourist read something official.

Taking the advice to heart, the visitor purchases and reads the recently released Broadcasting Committee Report (House of Commons Standing Committee on Communications and Culture. A Broadcasting Policy for Canada (June 1988)). Unfortunately, instead of answers to those questions the visiting reader is presented with 143 recommendations extending the protective regulations. The premise of the Report is that what we have been doing in broadcasting was right then, is right now, and will be right tomorrow. All that we need to do is to adapt the process to new technologies and keep pressing for heavier dosages. Rather than disillusioning from such assertions as:

Attention should be given to the possibility of limiting broadcast owners to a certain share of market, but whatever guidelines are used, they must take into account the distinct needs of the French-language and English-language markets. (Recommendation 133)

The tourist may be excused for moving on to the next country on her itinerary. For those of us who do not have a continuation ticket to Tahiti, the visitor's question merits attention as a base for appraising the Report and the recently introduced legislation on broadcasting.

Some background observations
In the beginning of broadcasting, spectrum was scarce and no one's property. The government became involved, to lay claim to some of the spectrum as Canadian property for the purposes of broadcasting, to allocate the Canadian spectrum among broadcasters, and to regulate it so as to avoid problems of interference. Scarcity and trespass or interference problems are not unique to the spectrum, and by themselves do little to explain the idiosyncratic governance structure that evolved. With land, which has both attributes, we also contended with the Americanizing concerns which country concerned what. However, once the boundaries were determined, we chose to allocate land by defining property rights and using the price system.

Unlike land, the spectrum is a conduit for the transmission of information with some distinctive characteristics. One distinctive feature of broadcasting in this early period was that the signal was common property and could be picked up by anyone owning a set. For the commercial broadcaster this meant that any value created for listeners or viewers could only be recouped by advertising. In contrast, magazine publishers can augment advertising revenue by changing a reader for a single copy of the magazine or for a subscription to a sequence of copies, or even rely exclusively on the latter source of income. Another distinguishing feature of broadcasting was the increasing cost of expanding channel capacity as compared to the relative ease of expanding the variety and number of publications.

These two distinguishing features had a marked effect on the diversity of programming that commercial broadcasters found profitable to deliver as compared to the information which publishers printed. The exclusive reliance of commercial broadcasting on advertising revenue meant that programmes for audiences which were of no interest to advertisers, such as children's shows or criticisms of corporate culture, would not be broadcast. In print, there is no lack of children's books or polemics, for or against almost any position, provided by the commercial press. In our graduate school days, The Wealth of Nations and Das Kapital were both assigned readings, and both were available in excellent and inexpensive editions from the Modern Library series. These classics generated revenue and a profit to their publisher from the fee charged for them and not from advertising. The limited coverage of commercial broadcasting resulting from the exclusionary dependence on advertising is a significant economic reason for having a CBC to augment a private broadcasting system, while the contrasting situation in print explains the absence of an equivalent institution in publishing.

The relative scarcity of the spectrum also influenced the ability of commercial broadcasting to provide diversity in the market of interest to advertisers. If 80 per cent of a market is interested in mysteries and 19 per cent in birdwatching, and there are only four equally adept commercial stations, all will deliver mysteries, but only 20 per cent of the total market. There will be duplication and no servicing of the minority audience. However, if scarcity is less and five stations can broadcast, the new entrant will choose to service the birdwatching contingent rather than obtain one fifth of the mystery market. Although duplication still exists, more segments of the overall market will be serviced by broadcasters as the number of channels is increased. In print, publishing can be expanded to specialized journals and magazines abroad. Historically, the increasing cost of expanding broadcasting capacity provides a possible economic rationale for regulating content in private broadcasting.

To the extent that the governance structure for broadcasting reflects these economic concerns, it should evolve as technological change alters the significance of the two factors. Indeed, both problems have been substantially affected by recent developments. On the pricing side, the advent of cable and the ability to scramble signals economically have made possible subscription charges and fees for service charges, i.e. all the pricing options that were and are open to print publishers are now available to programme developers. Through products in multiplexing and the advent of coaxial cable, fibre optics, and satellite transmission, the costs of expanding channel capacity have been dramatically reduced. Instead of buying into radio broadcasting packages being developed for other markets, Canada chose the most expensive option of developing its own programming. As new broadcasting media have developed, the expense of taking this path has risen. Canada has increased its capacity to produce sophisticated programming significantly but demand is expanding even faster; other countries have had similar experiences. This international situation creates the potential of mutually reducing the burden of rising costs through exchange or joint productions of programming among these countries. Canadian consumers and producers will both benefit enormously if the potential of the new technologies as well as the economies of participating in international joint ventures and trade are realised.
Canadian Voices: Canadian Choices

A New Broadcasting Policy for Canada

Broadcasting Act should be supported, namely that the system should be effectively owned and controlled by Canadians so as to safeguard, enrich, and strengthen the cultural, political, social and economic fabric of Canada.“

2. That by further adding to and revising the CRTC’s regulations, and by revising the mandate and funding arrangements for the CBC, Telefilm Canada and the National Film Board, the objectives implied in section 3b can be achieved.

3. That Canadian content can be defined and implemented through regulations stemming from legislation. That Canadians can watch and listen to Canadian content in sufficient numbers so that it is commercially attractive to Canadian producers who are funded by advertising.

4. That the Canadian market is too small to support unamplified Canadian-made films, programmes and sound recordings.

5. That Canada is invaded by audio and video signals from the U.S. making it difficult for Canadian producers to compete and survive domestically.

We will comment briefly on each of the six points.

1. Section 3b of the 1968 Broadcasting Act assumes, first, that Canadian ownership and control can be easily defined and certified, second, that the national identity of ownership is a significant determinant of behaviour, and third, that the different behaviour of a Canadian firm contributes significantly to the development of Canadian culture. Commercial firms respond principally to profit opportunities, opportunities that are unlikely to appear substantially with changes in the nationality of ownership. Casual support for this position is provided by the strong preference of privately-owned Canadian broadcasters and cable companies to show foreign, mostly U.S., programmes, a preference which is clearly documented by the Report.

The relationship implied by Section 3b is valid in the case of the publicly owned CBC where government funding can be directed to Canadian productions, providing the CBC is not asked to compete for advertising revenues and act like a commercial broadcaster. The CBC should be funded to achieve its mandate and not have to act like a commercial broadcaster so as to cross-subsidize its cultural activities. To cease the funding burden on the general taxpayer, the CBC could rely on specialized subscription services for delivering some of its programming.

2. Requiring Canadian ownership of broadcasting stations and cable operators is one strand of the traditional approach. When this is found to be inadequate, Canadian content regulations are written and combined on the supply side with government funding from Telefilm Canada, government film production through the NFB and special tax incentives for private investors in Canadian films. With each of these measures, more Canadian content is produced and transmitted, but viewers and listeners may choose other options such as watching and listening to foreign productions on Canadian or foreign channels or turning to their record players, tape decks and VCRs. Even though regulations may push more Canadian programming through Canadian-owned channels, with the available technology consumers can and do exercise their choice and watch mainly foreign programmes.

The combination of evolving technology and policy initiatives that try to make private broadcasters more like the CBC and the CBC more like private broadcasters has made it almost impossible for the CRTC to fulfill its mandate. The agency has sought to broaden its mandate to include all forms of delivery mechanisms, although even it has difficulty in arguing for the inclusion of VCRs.

The Standing Committee supports a wide definition of broadcasting, recognizing that this is the only way for the federal government to claim jurisdiction over these activities. The only assessment of whether fighting the war on a continually expanding front is warranted is based on a body count of the enemy, foreign production, reported in terms of the percentage of Canadian programming aired. If consumption preferences are ignored completely, the result may be 100 per cent Canadian-produced shows diluted in quality by being spread over a burgeoning set of signals, watched by a handful of the faithful and accompanied by a rapidly expanding videocassette market. Any new policy should at least review the previous record and seriously discuss alternatives other than increased regulation.

5. That Canada is invaded by audio and video signals from the U.S. making it difficult for Canadian producers to compete and survive domestically.

6. Requiring Canadian ownership of broadcasting stations and cable operators is one strand of the traditional approach. When this is found to be inadequate, Canadian content regulations are written and combined on the supply side with government funding from Telefilm Canada, government film production through the NFB and special tax incentives for private investors in Canadian films. With each of these measures, more Canadian content is produced and transmitted, but viewers and listeners may choose other options such as watching and listening to foreign productions on Canadian or foreign channels or turning to their record players, tape decks and VCRs. Even though regulations may push more Canadian programming through Canadian-owned channels, with the available technology consumers can and do exercise their choice and watch mainly foreign programmes.

The combination of evolving technology and policy initiatives that try to make private broadcasters more like the CBC and the CBC more like private broadcasters has made it almost impossible for the CRTC to fulfill its mandate. The agency has sought to broaden its mandate to include all forms of delivery mechanisms, although even it has difficulty in arguing for the inclusion of VCRs. The Standing Committee supports a wide definition of broadcasting, recognizing that this is the only way for the federal government to claim jurisdiction over these activities. The only assessment of whether fighting the war on a continually expanding front is warranted is based on a body count of the enemy, foreign production, reported in terms of the percentage of Canadian programming aired. If consumption preferences are ignored completely, the result may be 100 per cent Canadian-produced shows diluted in quality by being spread over a burgeoning set of signals, watched by a handful of the faithful and accompanied by a rapidly expanding videocassette market. Any new policy should at least review the previous record and seriously discuss alternatives other than increased regulation.

3. One set of cultural regulations attempts to certify films, television programmes and sound recordings that have certain attributes as Canadian, in much the same way that inspector general meat grade meat as A, B and C for human consumption. Three government bodies provide certification: the department of Communications, in order for investment to qualify for special capital cost allowances; the CRTC, for Canadian content to be broadcast on television; and Telefilm Canada, for government funding of productions that take place under formal coproduction treaties with other countries, as well as for aventures and twinings arrangements financed by the agency.

Although the requirements of each agency appear to be similar, there is considerable latitude for discretion, especially in the case of twinings arrangements where two productions are involved, for example one in Canada and one in the U.K. where both will qualify for national treatment in both countries even though one producer is almost entirely Canadian and the other British. Commenting on this arrangement, the Caplan-Sauvageau Report stated that a "great deal of programming today qualifies technically as Canadian without being much distinctly Canadian about it, and the criteria seemed designed to permit it." [P. 130]

Canadian producers are seeking to broaden the market for their projects by increasingly turning to coproductions and coventures with foreign partners, where the content must be acceptable to both partners’ markets and preferably, from the investor’s point of view, to third markets as well. Successful commercial producers then become those that penetrate international markets, and these may or may not reflect Canadian content. Selective bending of
Selected Regulations and Policies Affecting Television and Radio

A. Television
1. The CRTC licenses television stations, cable operators, the balance between the public and private sectors, the number of specialty services on cable and determines the extent of independent stations, affiliations of networks, and networks.
2. The CRTC decides what services must be carried and may be carried on cable; the means of protecting Canadian broadcasters who have purchased the rights to foreign programming from cable operators who deliver the same programs (rules for simultaneous substitution); and the extent and nature of non-programming services, the delivery of pay-TV and specialty services, and the pricing of signals.
3. Determination of how much Canadian content must be broadcast and at what times is made by the CRTC, as is determination of the amount and type of advertising allowed, including the development of codes for advertising to children and for sex-role portrayal in television.
4. The CRTC evaluates the performance of broadcast and cable operators against their conditions of licence, rules on licence renewals, and has separate regulations for French and English stations.

B. Radio
1. The CRTC licenses AM and FM radio stations with conditions of license tailored to individual licensees.
2. FM stations are required to conform to certain format requirements, musical categories and advertising limits. Formats include: “foreground” – time spent to document and discuss an issue, as opposed to continuous programming of music; “gramophone” – record-spinning; “rolling” – gramophone plus a few introductory words for each record and occasional announcements.
3. FM stations that broadcast popular music are licensed on the basis of the type of music. The CRTC classifies music as popular, softer rock, harder popular and rock, adult-oriented rock, country, classical, jazz, and ethnic music. Programming formats include easy listening (mostly instrumental), middle-of-the-road (including vocal), and up-tempo or adult contemporary music. Canadian License requirements vary by programming format and by AM and FM signal delivery.
4. FM stations that broadcast popular music are licensed on the basis of the type of music. The CRTC classifies music as popular, softer rock, harder popular and rock, adult-oriented rock, country, classical, jazz, and ethnic music. Programming formats include easy listening (mostly instrumental), middle-of-the-road (including vocal), and up-tempo or adult contemporary music. Canadian License requirements vary by programming format and by AM and FM signal delivery.
5. A record qualifies as Canadian if it meets two of the four MAPL criteria:
   - M = music composed by a Canadian.
   - A = music or lyrics performed principally by a Canadian artist.
   - P = live performance recorded wholly in Canada and broadcast live in Canada.
   - L = lyrics written by a Canadian.

Exhibit 2
Principal Measures Introduced in Canada’s New Broadcasting Policy and Legislation — June 23, 1988

1. Increased funding for the CBC to assist it in meeting its goal of 95 percent Canadian content on prime-time English television, and to increase French-language productions for Radio-Canada.
2. Increased funding for Telefilm’s Broadcast Programme Development Fund.
3. Improved television and radio services to isolated communities; satellite distribution for aboriginal programming; and a national broadcast reading service for the visually impaired.
4. Increased powers given to the CRTC to enforce conditions of licence, plus the development of a performance incentive for broadcasters to use Canadian programming.
5. The CRTC can receive policy direction from the Cabinet.
6. Funding for the start-up and operation of a National Alternative Programming Service to include contributions from Canadian regional arts and entertainment programming, Canadian documentaries, NFB movies and documentaries, the best of television from around the world, classic television from the past, French-language productions subtitled in English, original drama productions reflecting Canada’s multicultural mosaic and regional diversity.

Summary
Different broadcasting programmes have different markets, and policy should reflect that. The international market – as compared to the domestic and experimental markets for films, television programmes, and sound recordings – is becoming relatively more important, and its imperatives are being imperfectly reflected in policy. On the one hand, consumers are enjoying their access to a wider range of choices, while, on the other hand, producers are recognising the commercial potential that lies in the global portion of the market. Any revisions to the Broadcasting Act should recognise these developments and not be conditioned by a dated approach.
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PARTICIPATE IN THE FUTURE OF CANADIAN FILM AND TELEVISION

Trade Forum '88, Canada's foremost industry conference, celebrates its tenth anniversary with an expanded format, more speakers than ever before and the introduction of the Industry Trade Room showcasing state of the art products and services.
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